Prophetic Word & Notes – Sep 4, 2018 – Telephone Call with Paul Cox / Larry Pearson

Larry - This is the process of alignment; this truly is the Trinity’s assignment. They’re
bringing the storm of Kingdom Glory to unveil the rest of heaven’s story. ‘I Am’ is the
whirlwind. As I be lifted up, I will draw out My holy remnant to a higher height, to a keener
sight. They will be risen above the ways of the wicked, the schemes of evil shall not touch
this high tower, this fortress of Me. The earth will begin to see that Love has come to shift
everything that is seen, everything that has been exalting itself against Me. These schemes
shall flee in seven ways and in 70 days (November 13, 2018), I shall shake everything that
can be shaken for I Am in the storm. I am building a brand new horn that will resound in a
seismic shift. There’s a sound wave from heaven coming as a storm that will break apart
what has been the norm of the schemes of wickedness that has possessed man. Towers
will fall. Idols will fall. Pay attention this Fall. I am turning a page. Love will be like a rage
that will bring My people out of the cage and make them as one with My Holy Son.

Paul – Gordon means spacious fort ……mountain (Mount Zion) or triangular hill (3).
Storm is at 70 miles/hr. The sending of the 70. 7th anniversary of Israel. 70 Sons of God
Deuternomy
Larry - Hampton is a signpost of the unveiling of the revealed sons of God.

Research Paul Keith David’s prophetic word re: oil spill and evil hoard being released.

Note – the storm made landfall and lessened while Paul & Larry are talking. He called at
the peak of the storm and now it’s starting to lessen.

